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Co-operative action of discrete agencies such that the total effect is greater than the sum of the two effects taken 
independently. 

EXCHANGE OF IDEAS 

I met a man with a dollar 
We exchanged dollars 
I still had a dollar 

S .. N .. SHURE 

I met a man with an idea 
We exchanged ideas 
Now we each had two ideas 

J .. H .. KOGEN 

A SYMBOL OF INTEGRITY 
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THE FRONT COVER 

( 

It is significant that the first personalities ever to appear on the cover of a Syn-Aud-Con Newsletter should ( 
be S. N. Shure and Jim Kogen of Shure®. 

Mr. Shure is a genuine legend in his own time. Like the prophets of the Old Testament, his major influence 
is menta1 not physical, and manifests itself in the quality of men surrounding him. Read any technical paper 
ever given by Shure personnel and you'll discover that the work was significant, the techniques used the best 
engineering practices of the day, and those of us in the audio education business can use them as textbooks 
on the subject covered. 

Jim Kogen, the President of Shure, has participated in many such projects and can truly be called a thoroughly 
professional engineer. One of his remarkable traits is a keen awareness of not knowing everything when 
acclaimed as a genuine authority in his own fields of interest. 

What does all t hi s add up to? Fi rst of all, it woul d be presumpt ious to attempt to summari ze on an editori a 1 
page accomplishments of men this talented and prolific in the audio arts and sciences. We'd just like to 
express our pleasure in observing that audio's most successful and senior pioneer company, still headed by its 
founder, has reached such prominence in our industry with true gentlemen at the helm, high quality products 
still in their inventory, and a reputation for integrity not likely to be matched in our industry. 

Yes~ Good guys do win, and win big .• 

A CIRCUIT CURIOSITY 
Who can write the correct equation to obtain the Fibonacci numbers via Ohms Law? 

20th century version of Ahmes' method. The calculation of 
the CUlTents due to a known voltage V in the above network 
becomes very cumbersome when the circuit is worked from 
left to right. So one assumes a (probably wrong) current of 
1 ampere in the last branch and works the circuit from 
right to left (which is much easicr); this ends up with the 
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wrong voltage, which is then corrected and all currents are 
scaled in proportion. Just as was done by the Egyptians in 
2,000 B.C. 

The above circuit is also a mathematical curiosity for 
another reason. If all its elements are 1 ohm resistors, and 
the current in the last branch is 1 ampere, then the voltages 
across the resistors (from right to left) are Fibonacci num
bers n, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13. 21. 34. 55 .... each new number 
being the sum of the last two). 
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A BETTER WAY TO BUILD AN EQUALIZER 
Industrial Research Products, Inc., IRPI, is again 1 iving up to the "Research" in their name. First, they 
developed the best and most relia~e digital signal delay available in our business. They followed this with 
the most versatile automatic mixer available. Now they've outstripped even their own past accomplishments 
with a Transversal Filter Equalizer. 

.' ._W .. .... 
• -_N 

",,~AIIl --~.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Transversal filters were first described, 
issue of the "Proceedings of the IRE." 
That's 44 years ago and the IRPI 
equalizer is the first audio product 

to our best knowledge, by H. E. Kallmann in the July 1940, Volume 28 

WHY A TRANSVERSAL EQUALIZER? 

Traditional equalizers assembled with individual 
tuned filters produce frequency response ripples 
because of inexact combining of adjacent filters 
While these responses may be of small direct impor
tance for sound quality, their presence reflects an 
extraneous transient ringing which may com
promise sound quality Ripples as small as 1 0 dB in 
the combined response could produce transient 
ringing errors only 20 dB bdow the desired signal 

reducing the ringing, highly interactive controls 
result that require an exasperatingly long time to 
adjust to a desired system response 

to solve the very real problems of 
converting theory into practice. 

Dick Heyser has discussed "Kallmann" 
filters in his papers and, indeed, 
the list of those familiar to Syn·
Aud-Con that are aware of what this 
means are those of Heyser's stature. 

Another quality of IRPI that pro
ceeds directly from the leadership 
of men like Hugh Knowles and Mahlon 
Burkhard is the direct, accurate 

OG-4017 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE FAMILIES 
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Cut Curves 

To suppress this ringing, better sounding equalizers 
frequently employ low Q filters, reasoning that if 
each filter rings less, the combined transient 
response will be free of extraneous ringing While 

The transversal filter solves this problem fundamen
tally and structurally The transient response of the 
DG-40 I 7 is not the result of a sum of individual 
transient responses but IS the weighted response of a 
single tapped delay chain (See Transversal Filter 
Insert) Thus the transient response is synthesized 
from a single fixed response circuit The resulting 
ideal tranSient response is reflected in the small rip
ple response specifications of the DG-401 7 

----------------------------------------, 
TRANSVERSALRLTER 

OUTPUT 

The input signal is delayed by a chain of N stages, each stage delaying the signal by 
amount T Each stage output is multiplied by a weighting factor an and summed together 
for the final output The frequency response of the filter is determined by the relative values 
of the weighting factors, an' 

L-________________ - ---------

ARCHITECTS SPECIFICATION 

The equalizer frequency response ripple shall be less 
than ± 0 I dB over 100% of a 20 dB adjustment 
range The equalizer shall function equally well in a 
cut only, boost only or in a boost/cut mode of ad
justment. The equali7cr shall use non-resonant cir
cuits to achieve the equalizing function to avoid un
necessary ringing in response to a transient signal A 
Butterworth 12 dB/Oct high pass filter, con
tinuously adjustable from 20 Hz to 200 Hz, shall be 
provided A high frequency shelving filter with 
hinge frequencies of I kHz, 2 kHz, 4 kHz and 8 kHz 
and with a continuously adjustable boost or cut 

slope and with a maximum end range of ± 10 dB, 
shall be provided Both input and output levels shall 
be adjustable and monitored indcpcndently by L FD 
arrays Both input and output shall be transformer 
coupled THO shall be less than 1% at I kHz and 
+4 dBrn Noise shall be 100 dB below full output 
with controls set for unity gain Full output shall be 
+ 23 dBm into 600 \) A bypass switch with flashing 
LED reminder shall be provided The equaliLer 
shall operate from 50/60 Hz with 115/230 VAC 
The equalizer shall be the Industrial Research 
Products, Inc DG-40 17 Transversal EqualiLer 

and dependable technical descriptions of what they have done. Their 
reasoning on what the advantages of this new equalizer does is repro
duced above. 

There is also a version that plugs into their automatic mixer (the 
Transversal Equalizer ~1odule DE-208). 

In Syn-Aud-Con's opinion, this is the first genuine step forward in 
equalizers since the work done in designing the original 1/3 octave units done by ourselves. IRPI's equalizer 
is absolutely a major step forward and should quickly prove to be the optimum choice available in the industry. -
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LOUDSPEAKER COVERAGE PLOTTING 
Our audio crystal ball has just disgorged a 
future event. Gene Patronis has a talented 
candidate for a Ph.D. working on a TEF@ 
analyzer program for loudspeaker coverage 
plotting using the exceptional graphics 
capability of this analyzer as a computer. 

We asked Gene to plot a "long throw" and a 
"short throw" loudspeaker in a small meet
ing room. He quickly returned to us the 
following plots from 100 Hz to 2000 Hz as 
printed by a printer attached to the TEF 
analyzer. 
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LOUDSPEAKER COVERAGE PLOTTING continued 

lE:DO Hz 
r10.x =- 8C1 
r1in = <+4 

_Ir'ter ..... al ~ 4 
EA 

Where: 

When: 

Who: 

Fee: 

Sponsored By: 
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E,OD Hz 

r1o.x = 7>:, 
rlln = 55 
Int~rval ~O.lxlO= 1 08 

1200 HZ 
riAl( ~. :=:0 (,8 
IlltJ ~ llS DE: 

I WfERVAL "' D8 

This will be one of the working 
tools at the upcoming Loudspeaker 
Array Workshop in Nashville, 
Tennessee, this spring. + 

LOUDSPEAKER ARRAY 
AND 

SOUND SYSTEM DESIGN 
WORKSHOP 

June 19-21, 1984 

Marriott Hotel 
1-40 & Briley Parkway 

Nashville, TN 

LEDETM WORKSHOP 
Acorn Sound Recorders 
(Oak Ridge Boys new studio designed by Robert Todrank of Valley Audio.) 

September 11 - 13, 1984 

Workshop Chairman: 
Horkshop Host: 
Intructor: 
Guests: 

$600.00 

Syn-Aud-Con 

Neil Muncy 
Robert Todrank 
Dr. Peter D'Antonio 
Chips Davis 
Russ Berger 
Glenn Meeks 
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LOUDSPEAKER ARRAY and ..... . 

SOUND SYSTEM DESIGN WORKSHOP ( 
with emphasis on computer programs 

June 19-21,1984 - Nashville, TN 

WORKSHOP INSTRUCTORS 
David L. Klepper, KMK Associates Eugene T. Patronis, Ph.D., Georgia Tech 

John R. Prohs & David E. Harris, Ambassador College 

Imagine a computer program for sound system design that: 

1. Calls up a horn and driver by name in order to automatically enter its Q, CL , 
sensitivity, power handling, etc., into your calculation. 

2. Contains built-in lists of absorption coefficients. 

3. Contains built-in menu driven aids for finding 
surface areas of any shape and volume of any size 
and type. 

4. Does the complete Community sphere program for 
loudspeaker coverage. 

5. Contains a complete electrical gain subroutine as 
weI I as the usual acoustical gain subroutine. 

6. Complete room analysis, of course. 

7. The very latest Peutz %AL cons equations (new as of 
March 1984) taken from privately drculated new 
work of V. M. A. Peutz. 

8. Is considered by Syn-Aud-Con to correctly use the 
optimum equations for each area of inquiry. 

******************** 

E L.E.P.H.A N.T. 

******************** 

Jibectroacoustical Engineerinq PraqralO 
using !iolistic AN;lysis !.echniqLu~s 

John R~ Prohs. 

David E. Harris 

TECHNICAL QPERATIONS AND ENGINEERING 
AMBASSADOR COLLEGE 

lbO VJest Green Street 
Pasadena, CA 91129 

(818) 304-6047 

Well, it exists. 

It will be shown and used by participants at the LOUDSPEAKER ARRAY and SOUND SYSTEM DESIGN WORKSHOP, June 19-
21, 1984, at Nashville, Tennessee. 

Dave Klepper has no competition for the title of the "most experienced sound system designer in the world 
today." Dave has already adopted the Community sphere method of loudspeaker coverage calculation and, as is 
typical of Dave, he will not just talk about such techniques but demonstrate to us a real life result. Dave 
also has used TEF® analysis to set up several jobs, including an outstanding new pew back system. We sincerely 
doubt that Dave has a peer when it comes to correlating the old with the new, having done the best jobs in 
both cases. When Dave takes part in a Syn-Aud-Con seminar, he is free of the constraints imposed upon any 
consultant at a manufacturer's seminar, if only out of politeness. Dave's free to tell it like it is at a 
Syn-Aud-Con workshop. 

Gene Patronis has rapidly carved himself a major rriche in our industry. Recently cited at a major manufacturer's 
stockholder's meeting as a person able to save the company, his expertise in engineering matters is highly 
regarded even by non-technical "professional" managers. 

Team members of the class will design a sound system from drawings of a church. Then the third day we will go 
on location to the church to measure the system recently designed by David Klepper. Truly a unique opportunity .• 
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REFLECTIONS AND A PIECE OF SONEX 
Precedence Effect 
Once in a while we hear someone say that a signal delay was used, 
perfectly calculated and installed, but the Precedence Effect 
didn't work. Late reflections could be the problem. In our 
Orlando class, our Precedence demonstration was not working. We 
suspected a reflection off the back wall. We used a sheet of 
Sonex behind a listener. Then the Precedence Effect was good. 

Late Reflections In The Audience 
A piece of Sonex is extremely effective anytime you suspect that a 
late reflection is causing a problem in a certain area. Talk into 
the sound system while someone moves a piece of Sonex around the 
head of a person in the problem area. Most of the time, the Sonex 
will intersect the late reflection and it is not difficult to locate 
the area of the offending surface causing the problem. Once 
isolated, it is easy to correct, if the owner wants to spend the 
money. 

Reflections At The Microphone 
On the other end of the sound system, if you suspect that a 
reflection is causing feedback into the microphone, use a small 
piece of Sonex moved slowly around the microphone while it is at feedback. You may be able to intersect a 
reflection causing a serious feedback problem. If it is a permanent installation and gain is a problem, 
it may be worth correcting the reflection--or moving the location of the microphone out of the path of the 
reflection. 

Early Reflections Around The Loudspeaker 
Always keep the area around the front of a loudspeaker free of hard surfaces by padding with a soft material 
like Sonex. The reflections may not cause feedback, but the reflections will absolutely deteriorate the 
quality of the sound. + 
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A NEW SYN-AUD-CON PROJECT 
Syn-Aud-Con's graduate list is now over 5,000 individuals involved in audio. They would like to have equip-
ment specifications from manufacturers that are meaningful to them in sound system design work. For example: ( 

Microphone Sensitivity 
The ETA specification N dBm when an acoustic Lp at the diaphragm is zero dB. (This is a calculated value from 
an open circuit voltage measurement.) 

EIA rating in dBm = LAIP -94 dB 

where: LAIP is the available input power level for an acoustic input of 94 dB, i.e., 1 pa. 

LAIP = 10 LOG l o:~g~: Rs ] - 6 02 dB 

where: Eo is the open circuit voltage obtained when an Lp 94 dB is present at the microphone diaphragm 

Rs is the rated impedance of the microphone. 

PREFERRED FORM OF SPECI FICATION 

1. ETA rating 
2. Rated and actual measured impedance 
3. Open circuit voltage obtained at an Lp = 94 dB 

Benefit: Performers level on a sound level meter may be directly added to ErA sensitivity 
rating yielding LAIP in dBm at input of system. 

Loudspeaker Sensitivity 
The EIA speciflcation N dB at 30' with an electrical input of 0.001 watt, i.e., 0 dBm. 

This measurement can be normally made at 1.0 watt (deduct 30 dB from reading) and at any desired reference 
distance US or SI and then converted by means of the inverse square law relationship to our desired reference 
distance. (If desired, 33 feet in US and 10 meter in SI, since both distances provide the desired quality of 
being close to critical distance, Dc, in a majority of rooms our graduates would be working in, such as, churches, 
gymnasiums, school auditoriums, etc.) 

The power the test is to be run at is +30 dBm into the specified impedance value, i.e., a resistor, and then 
that level is connected to the actual device. Input signal is to be the 2000 Hz octave band for high frequency 
units and the 250 Hz octave band for low frequency units. When special devices are encountered, i.e., super 
tweeters above 5000 Hz or sub-woofers below 100 Hz, then the choice of octave band is left to the discrimination 
of the tester, but must be stated in the specification. 

PREFERRED FORM OF SPECI FICATION 

NdB at 33 feet (10 meter) from an el ectrical input power of 0 dBm. 

Benefit: Sound system designer or installer adds electrical output power of amplifier in dBm to 
EIA sensitivity of loudspeaker - and obtains Lp at or near Dc. 

Loudspeaker Directivity 
Q, N, c~, xO, horizontal yo, vertical Isobar plot for -3, 6, 9, 12 dB. Q is for the 2000 Hz octave band using 
pink nOlse as a signal source. Increments are every 100 measurement made at 10 meters. Any level over 18 dB 
below on-axis is not included in measurement, i.e., weightings. 

Mixers And Other Electronic Devices Preceding Final Amplifier 
1. Output level is LAIP 
2. Maximum input level in dBm and actuaZ measured input impedance 
3. ActuaZ measured output I in addition to rated output I 
4. Input sensitivity for full output expressed as an input voltage 

PREFERRED FORM OF SPECI FICATION 

1. Output power N dBm (not into a load, but as an LAIP which is not dependent upon the next device). 
2. Maximum input level in dBm 
3. Sensitivity - N volts for full output 
4. Actual and rated input and output impedances. 

( 

Benefit: When the LAIP from the previous device, i.e., microphone line arrays, etc., is known, then ( 
the desired gain value if available merely by subtracting the input LAIP from the output LAIP' 

-8-
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A NEW SYN-AUD CON PROJECT (Continued) 

Power Amplifiers 
1. The output power in dBm 
2. The actual output l and the rated output l 
3. The input sensitivity: N volts for full output. 

If it is desired to give a "Gain" figure for an electronic device, then the expected input conditions must be 
specified, i.e., the Rs of the device driving the P?wer amplifier. Normall~ the s~stem designer/ins~aller 
will take the sensitivity figure as an EIN and obtaln the Es for the precedlng devlce. The calculatlon of 
the individual device's gains or losses falls to the designer/installer as he or she is the one that determines 
the actual interfaces for the system as a whole. 

PREFERRED FORM OF SPECIFICATION 

N dBm output power from N volts at input. Input lactual = X 

Output lactual = Z 

Input l rating = y 

Output l rating = w 

Benefits: Loudspeaker sensitivities (EIA form) can be rapidly matched to electrical power output 
levels. Gain of device easily found for any input device. 

Syn-Aud-Con Proposal To Manufacturers 
The attached forms will be used to put out a Syn-Aud-Con Tech Topic of preferred specifications from manufacturers. 
These are considered preferred specifications because: 

1. They are easily field duplicatable. 
2. They are the key parameters needed by a designer/installer. 
3. Possession of them reduces in the fi el d calculations to an absolute minimum. 

While, as in all specifications, there is room to manipulate the data, it is our belief that any manufacturer 
who does so will be quickly detected and exposed in a marketplace having as many active TEF® analyzers as does 
the commercial sound business. 

Key Question 
The key question is how many graduates with test equipment and manufacturers interested in helping generate 
meaningful "system" specifications will send in the necessary test data on their products along with 
suggesting material regarding test technique and equipment? Syn-Aud-Con will publish and advocate the use of 
such specifications. Let us hear from you. • 

LVW DIGITAL PROPORTIONAL AMPLIFIER 
Our "grads" tell us about uni que products that fill a need not previ ousl y addressed. Lee Ri tterbush of LVW 
in Colorado Springs told about a new product--a Digital Proportional Amplifier, OPA 1624. 

The fl:rst rrrultichannel ampU
fier lJhich automatically ad
juststhe volume level of each 
loudspeaker in a sound system 
separately aud indepeudently 
from thE other loudspeakers. 

r[,his amplifier is designed for 
use in council ¢hambers, hotel 
conference rooms, broadcast 
studios, corpoY'ate board rooms, 
court rooms, theatres., etc. 

The amplif1:er I:S also the first 
fully VY'Ograrrmable audio pm
duct which u/;ilizesthe acces
sory logic outputs on automatic 
mixers and computers. 

A tYP1:cal application is a 
sound reinforcement sys/;em 
where automatic proportional 

dimming of loudspeakers is desired. For example, in a distributed loudspeaker system u)here a person speaks 
into a microphone, the loudspeaker directly overhead is automatically fully attennated and each loudspeaker 
further out from the microphone is aUenuated proportionally less. 

If you're interested in more information, contact LVW Electronics, 2400 Naegele Road, Colorado Springs, 
Colorado 80904 (303)471-8430. • 
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"MIGHTY MINI®" HAND TRUCK 
The TEF® analyzer weighs 50 lbs. Mary Gruszka travels a lot 
in her work as a CBS engineer and she also attends almost 
every Syn-Aud-Con workshop (TEF, Loudspeaker Array, LEDETM, 
and Concert Hall Workshops in one year). 

A cart that would hold together is important. We bought one 
at a local department store which shed parts all the way down 
the long terminal hallway at LAX under the weight of a TEF 
analyzer and our luggage. 

Mary scouted out a very sturdy, high qual ity "hand truck" with 
a 5 year warranty, guaranteed to hold 300 lbs., and step 
sliding features. 

• Comes completely assembled 

• Made of chromed steel tubing 

• Size fully collapsed: 7" x 16-1/2" x 24" 

• Weight: 11 lbs. 

• Height of cart handle fully extended to 41" high 

• Platform size: l3-1/4" wide x 11" long. 

Order from MCG Audio Consulting, 88 Myrtle Avenue, Edgewater, 
NJ 07020. Cost is $60.00 including shipping via UPS in the 
United States. + 

OH! YOU MEAN SIX POINT ZERO TWO 
Richard S. Schultz of Advance Sound and Electronics in Sacramento, CA, called my attention to a mistake I am 
prone to make. 

As he pointed out to me, there is a fundamental difference between "zero" (~) and "oh" {OJ. Teachers in school 
do not always make the difference clear to their students. One should express 6.02 dB as "six point zero two" 
and not as six point Noh" two. 

Carelessness in this terminology really bears fruit when you are using computers. Richard further pointed out 
that the same nomenclature can cause considerable confusion with parts, numbers, purchase orders, etc. + 

"METER LAG" AND "HEADROOM" 
The difference between "meter lag" and "headroom" is often a point of confusion in discussing the total 
electrical power required for a given acoustic level. 

If we measure, with a conventional sound level meter, an Lp = 80dB, we normally add 10dB to the measured 
figure to account for the "meter lag" caused by the carefully designed ballistic parameters of the meter 
circuit . 

If, in addition, we wish to hdve "headroom" between our "peak" level of program material and our overload 
or clipping point, we then add 6dB Illore to our original figure. 

Lp + Meter lag + Headroom Level for which power will be planned. 

In our example above, we would calculate 

({Lp = 80) + (Meter lag = 10) + (Headroom = 6)) = Lt = 96 dB 

( 

( 

We would then design our system to allow capability to produce an Lp of 96dS, but we would operate it at C· 
an Lp = 90 for peak level. Thus, we have as "headroom" between our peak level dnd a level that would drive 
the system into clipping of 6dB. When our sound level meter indicates an Lp = 80 for dynamic speech and 
music signals, we would know that our peak levels are at an LR = 90dB and that our sound level meter could 
indicate a high as an Lp = 86dB before we hear objectionable distortion. + 
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HOUSING LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS 
Regenerative feedback in a sound system can have many origins -- proximity of circuits of differing levels, 
coupling through t.he air, microphonic components (i .e., turntables), etc. 

Properly mounting and enclosing a loudspeaker system can help insure freedom from structure borne feedback 
sources and comb filters associated with the array itself. Comb filters originating at the array are detect.ed 
by the ability to move a live microphone without a change in the feedback frequency. If a slight movement of 
the microphone causes a shift in the feedback frequency, then it usually is a comb filter associat.ed wit.h the 
microphone placement. 

It has been demonstrated many times 
that. high frequency drivers and t.heir 
horns should have an enclosure around 
them. Spurious radiation from bot.h 
driver and horn can, on occasion, be 
surprisingly high level and directive. 
Oi ffraction effect.s and inadvert.ent. 
reflectors (grills, border trim, etc.) 
can create unexpect.ed and, if not 
measured "in situ," unsuspected 
anomalies in t.he syst.em's response. 
Therefore, it is wisdom to enclose 
all components. In the case of 
already housed units, their enclosure 
is slid int.o a second enclosure. The 
front of the main exterior housing 
should be totally absorptive with the 
loudspeakers brought as near flush to 
the surface as possible. Since 
reflections within 2 feet are the most 
dangerous (widest. bandwidth anomalies 
are caused by short. length reflections 
of equal level to the direct sound), 
every effort is made to have the 
absorption reach a minimum of 2 feet on 

HOUSINGS FOR LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS 

every side of the loudspeakers. L. __________________________________________________________ --I 

~1ason Industries of Hollis, NY, and Los Angeles, CA., provides an extremely wide range of shock mountings for 
devices like loudspeakers along with excellent accurate individual application advice. These include shock 
mountings with suitable "snubbers" for earthquake prone areas where a heavy array could conceivably get into 
a non-linear swaying. When such a non-l inearity occurs over a predetermined ampl itude, t.he snubbers "lock up" 
the mountings. The const.ruction of array mountings is an art and science of its own and we always recommend 
the services of an experienced professional registered engineer to approve final plans and construct.ion. + 

NEVER OPERATE WITHOUT A BACKUP 
Francine, our black "office" cat, has taken a I ik ing to the IBM-PC used in our office for word processing and 

t.alked Carolyn int.o listing the kittens she has 
nursed. The second photo was her response to 
"You've lost what?" followed by "Of course, I 
don't have a backup." + 
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mailing lists. After finding the t.emperat.ure 
and frequency of vibration to her liking, she 
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HOW TO DISTRIBUTE POWER 
Rauland-Borg Corporation, Chicago, 

IL., recently sent the following 

very useful graphs to their 

distributors. 

These duplicate equations in 

sound system engineering and 

free the user from the use of 

an electronic calculator. + 
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A GENUINE "SIGN OF THE TIMES" 
A radio advertisement offers "CLEO." The aerospace companies working on "Laser" weapons have a free bulletin 
board accessible to users of personal computers that lists jobs available to scientists, engineers and 
technicians. It is an interactive program allowing the individual to input his or her qualifications relative 
to job offerings and, in essence, "interview" the company. 

This seems to us to be an ingenious way to prequalify applicants for work involving an understanding of pro
gramming. To all those who mi ght feel that Syn-Aud-Con tends to over emphasi ze the importance of HP-41s and 
TEF® analyzers to an individual's audio future, this is certainly a significant "cloud on the horizon." + 
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JBl'S NEW 4660 
For years, sound reinforcement system designers have wished for high-frequency horns whose patterns were 
specifically tailored to cover irregular or skewed areas. Until quite recently, all available hardware has 
exhibited pattern symmetry about both horizontal and vertical axes, and this meant that two or more devices 
had to be specified in order to get proper near and far coverage in the typical rectangular room. 

At last fall's AES Convention, Don Keele of 
JBL presented a paper on a new horn design 
which gave remarkably even coverage over 
an area 2 units wide and 2.7 units long. 
The horn location was one unit high at one 
of the small ends of the room. Measurements 
showed that this horn's response around the 
periphery of the space was constant within 
a 4 dB window. This model demonstrated 
the capability of the design program, 
and Keele immediately set about to 
design a somewhat smaller device, with 
an 800 Hz crossover, that could become 
the HF section of a two-way system to be 
used in general sound reinforcement 
applications. 

The new horn is now the HF section of 
the 4660 system. It was designed to 
cover, along the -6 dB isobar, a space 
2 units wide and 2.6 units long. The 
horn location is assumed to be at a 
height of 0.6 units at the narrow end of 
the room, and moved back 0.35 units from 
the front edge of the desired coverage 
area. These conditions correspond quite 
closely to a typical house of worship, 
and allow for the system to be installed 
well toward the back wall, with coverage 
commencing at the front row in the seating 
area. 

This particular horn has a covey'age angZe 
(-6 dB) of 110 degrees ai the iront, JBL - 4660 
narrowing to 38 degrees at the back. 

Examining the photo of the 4660, we note 
Defined Coverage Loudspeaker System 

that the assembly is made to be mounted against a flat surface, the ceiling. The LF transducer in the system 
is the JBL 2225H, and it is angled downward toward the center of the target area. The HF driver is the 
JBL 2425J. 

We are at the beginning of an interesting era with this new horn, and a careful assessment of the market for 
the 4660 will determine the future directions of these unique devices. In the meantime, nothing would 
surprise us in the way of creative usage of the 4660 in the hands of competent system designers. For example, 
what about locating a stereo pair of these systems on a wall, cross-firing them so that the stereo phantom 
center image remains fixed over a large listening area? (From Ken Lopez - JBL) • 

PAUL KllPSCH 
Paul Klipsch has been inducted into the Audio Hall of Fame. 

We are not sure what the Audio Hall of Fame is, but we sure 

know who Paul Klipsch is~ That keen engineering mind hidden 

inside the masquerade called Paul Klipsch is indeed worthy of 

all and any accolades. 

It is a constant delight to Syn-Aud-Con that the jealous and 

envious have been unable to topple his stature. It's reassuring 

to know that such individualism can still survive (Paul's 80 

years old) and gains new vigor each year, apparently receiving 

only fertilization from the level of competitors in his business .• 
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GENDER LESS XLR-TYPE CONNECTOR 
Syn-/\ud-Con grads from Aus tra I i a, Mi ke Di xon and Robert Grunberg, 
are patenting a new genderless XLR-type audio power connector 
(amplifier to loudspeaker). This means that a user would not 
have to stock male and female connectors. As an added benefit, 
it handles high current. The same connector can be used on ends 
of the cable. The connector seems to have everything to recommend 
it. The obvious negative factor is that there is enormous inertia 
to change within the cable and connector industry. 

If anyone has "connect.ions" within the industry or any ideas as to 
how to "sell" the industry on this new connector, contact Syn-Aud
Con. Robert Grunberg and Michael Dixon will be in the United 
States until ,July. After that, contact Dixon Design & Oevelopment, 
P. O. Box 462, Woollahra, NSW 2025 Australia. Tel: (02)389-5309 .• 

Milke Dixon (el and Robert Grunberg (Rl of Australia 
talking to Graham Thirkell of New Zealand dluing the 
recent TEF® Workshop. 

METAL SHEll 

CO"'CllURfACE'~= 
LATCH ~ SECTION 

INSULATOR 

IHSERr~ 

cnNTACISURfACE .... JQ1 
13mm R£CESSE!I) / 

METAl SHEll 

END VIEW 

DEPICTING THE LEVEL OF SOUND FIELDS 
The sound field levels of interest to the sound system designer are: 

1. The direct sound field level (LD) 
2. The early reflected sound field level (LRE) 
3. The reverberant sound fi e I d I eve I (l.p) 
4. The ambient noise field level (LN) 

These sound fields can exhibit dependence upon distance, time and frequency. They can be depicted as: 

1. Nature of sound field versus frequency 
2. Nature of sound field versus time (ETC) 
3. Level of sound versus distance (H.S.) 
4. Level of sound versus frequency (NC curves) 

The total sound field level (LT) is: 

LT = 10 LOG (Exp LD/I0 + Exp LpE/I0 + Exp Lp/lO + Exp LN/I0) 

Notes 
A. In summing levels on a power basis, it is not necessary to go to an absolute power ratio, but merely to a 

relative power ratio. 

B. It is common practice to combine Lp and LRE into a single value and label it Lp. 

C. Some users consider LD and LpE out to 50 msec as LD. 

D. These levels may appear together, separately, or in various combinations. Part of the measurement process 
should be to identify which sound fields are present and what are their levels. • 
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COMMUNITY ON THE MOVE 
Cluster Computer™ 

Community is shipping (and by now has filled all backorders) the materials for John Prohs' Spherical Loud
speaker r1apping Technique. 

The basic Cluster Computer consists of: 

1. A license for the usc of the Cluster ComputerTM process (patent pending). 

2. Two transparent hemispheres, enscribed at 5° intervals along the latitude and longitude. 

3. Tape overlays that are placed outside the hemispheres to easily identify angle and elevation. 

4. Program cards to upload an HP-41C, CV or CX with the programs: Sphere™, Point™ and Angle™. 

5. Transparent isobar overlays of selected Community Light & Sound products. 

G. Instructions and operating manual. 

The cost for the license, hardware and software for the basic Cluster Computer is $195.00, plus 
$4.00 postage and handling. Additional hemispheres, overlays of different manufacturers' products, 
light sources and hard copy accessories will be available directly from Community Light & Sound. 
Prices for these additional products will be announced at a later date. 

Architectural mapping is a term to describe any process that converts architectural room dimensions of an 
audience area in lineal feet or meters into an equivalent set of parameters describing the same areas as 
viewed from a chosen location for an electroacoustic array in angular (in degrees) range (in dB) notation on 
a suitable calibrated projection grid (usually one with latitude and longitude notation). 

The Sphere, in addition to solving the severe distortions at high angles inherent in the "flat earth" tech
niques, allows not only the vertical, horizontal or diagonal angles to be accurately obtained, but allows 
the rotational angles as well (not possible in the other techniques). 

( 

This is a very powerful tool. Our industry is fortunate to have a tool availa~e to us at such an extremely 
low cost. If you have been reading news releases in the audio press, you know that acoustical consultant, 
David ~epper, who got a prototype sphere from John Prohs, has designed many successful cluster designs with ( 
the new program. 

320 Processor 

The following was written by Bruce Howze of Community: 

Community Light & Sound has developed an interesting signal 
processor for use with its RS320, a compact loudspeaker system. 
The RS320 was intended primarily for sound reinforcement appli
cations - the major design goals being sensitivity, intelligi
bility and projection. With a mid-band sensitivity of l04dB 
lWjlM resulting from its 2" throat midrange horn and driver, 
the system succeeds in achieving these goals, but its response 
is not exactly flat. The HF and LF sections are simply not 
equal to the midrange capability. It was decided to provide 
the system with a line-level equalizer to solve the response 
problems rather than to pad down the midrange in the crossover. 
TIlis choice was made to avoid the considerable waste of ampli
fier power that would result from such a pad. Production 
RS320's are equipped with a switchable midrange pad, so that 
operation with equalization is not mandatory. 

The use of front-end equalizers to help out the response of compact speakers is certainly not a new idea; 
Bose popularized the concept quite a while ago. The approach works well in its objective of providing 
flat response but can cause major difficulties in the headroom department: with the 12 to IGdB of boost 
needed at the low and high frequency ends of the spectrum, the power amplifier will go into clipping at 
even modest acoustic output levels, which severely limits the system's utility for high level applications. 
With a fixed equalization unit, only two solutions to this problem seem possible: either employ a gigantic 
amplifier or use less boost and accept the resulting response deficiencies. In the 320 Processor, Community 
tried a third solution - the equalizer monitors the power amplifier output and continuously adjusts its 
equalization curve, keeping the amplifier fairly well out of clipping. 

The thresholds and rates of de-equalization were empirically set by extensive listening tests to achieve ( 
a good balance between system response and amplifier distortion. The performance of this dynamic control 
approach is a significant improvement over a fixed EQ system - the acoustical output is remarkably flat at 
moderate levels (ll7.dB, 1M), and at higher levels the gradual low and high frequency roll-off enables a 
steady output of 125dB with peaks well over 130dB - not bad for a moderately priced loudspeaker that 
weighs less than 50 pounds. 
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cm1~1UNITY ON THE MOVE continued 

rllLOUlNCY IN CHLFS PER SFCOND 

MenBurod Object RS320 + 320 PROCESSOR TO!lt Procedure 

Meanuremnnt Scale 10 dB/IN. Dnte 11/6/83 InitialR_---=cBRc.:U"'C"-E ____ _ 
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FREQUENCY 1N CYCLES PER SECOND 

Bruce wrote: 

Control circuitry in the 320 Pr=essor separately 
monitors the low, mid and HF output of the power 
amplifier and controls the appropriate area of the 
equalization curve. The accompanying electrical 
curves show the initial equalization and gradual 
flattening thereof as output level increases. 
Once a level is reached such that the curve is 
essentially flat, an overall compression mode is 
ini tia ted and fur ther level increase simply lower s 
the system gain. Front panel controls provide 
selection of de-eqlhllization threshold voltages 
to match various amplifier output capabilities 
and also provide a choice of four different initial 
equalization curves. Although the 320 Pr=essor 
was specifically designed for use with the RS320 
loudspeaker, it could also be used to advantage 
with other systems requiring similar equalization. 

TEF® Analyzer at Community 

Bruce Howze gave us permission to tell of their 
first use of the TEPID analyzer. \lJe were holding 
a Loudspeaker Array Workshop in April 1983 and 
Bruce was scheduled to attend. Knowing that their 
fi rs t Pattern Control horns were in prototype, we 
invited Community to bring along one to demonstrate 
and measure during the class. A few weeks before 
the class we received a phone call from Bruce say
ing that the TEF analyzer revealed problems in the 
new horns (problems, by the way, that exist in most 
"constant directivity" type horns) that weren't 
evident in conventional measurements. As Bruce 
said, "It's one thing to release a product not 
knowing a problem exists~ it's another to release 
it knowing it's there." So it was back to the old 
drawi ng board. 

The design of the Community PC horns relied heavily on data from a 
Crown TEF® machine. Waterfall dispersion plots provided a picture 
of horn performance in such detail that the slightest aberration 
could be seen and investigated. With this analytical tool, the 
initial horn designs were optimized by a combination of mathematical 
and empirical methods to meet the assigned performance goals while 
keeping the horn size at a minimum for ease and convenience of 
clustering. Community has used these same methods to develop three 
2" throat pattern control horns for Rauland-Borg. 

The TEF analyzer was also used to investigate the beaming tendencies 
of bass horns. At the upper end of their ranges typical bass horns 
have very narrow patterns. This can cause major directivity mis
matches, particularly in two-way systems with crossover in the 500·
SOO Hz range. Community has developed two new LF units designed to 
provide uniform coverage in the crossover region: The CBS94 is a 
50 Hz all fiberglas straight bass horn for a single IS" or IS" 
driver. The VB664 is a compact vented horn employing dual 15" 
drivers. Both horns have 60

0
x 40° patterns in the 500-800 Hz range. 

Literature 

Look at the new literature from Community. Their literature contains 
far more information than typical literature. All that is changing. 
TEF® measurements are creeping into loudspeaker literature. Emi1ar 
used waterfalls in their new literature. Electro-Voice has a TEF 
analyzer as does Shure Brothers. We want to see linear frequency 
curves (they can run both log and linear for comparison) because it 
is 1 inear measurements that tell us what is truly going on. Community 
is on the move and is leading the way. + 
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,Jake Ewall:, Technical Dh'cector of 
Sound Engineering aL Iowa State 
University, (k:;ir;nced the cluster 
shown above c:md installec1 at the 
J. H. Hilton ColOSSceUlll. The cluster' 
uses COlllllllm i ty horns and drivers 
(ineluc1ing th(:"'14 driver) and ,JBL 
bass horns (from an cearlier installa
tion). ,Tnke SnyS somce eompromis0s 
"'0re lllac1e to make the cluster movable. 
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LOUDSPEAKER IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS 
Tecron demonstrated its special impedance 
measuring cable {measures accurately up to 
(see Fig. #1) for the TEF® analyzer. The 
uniqueness of this cable is that: 

1. 

2. 

The loudspeaker is driven directly 
from the TEF analyzer. 

2 volts open circuit output results 
in a reading of l~ per millivolt, 
thus allowing the impedance magni
tude, phase, and frequency plus the 
reactive and resistive values to be 
read directly from the cursor's 
screen notation. 

Some Example Measurements* 

PEAK ENERGY Fig. +2 
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Vertical: 

170 usecs 

6dB/div with base of display at 
OdB is located at .00002 Pascals 

.30.8dB 

.. -~ Horizontal: 0 microseconds or 0 FT to 
6278 microseconds or 7.09364 FT 

scale: 1.9395E+OO FT/inch or 7.6357E-01 FT/cm. 
1716 microseconds/inch or 675 micro

seconds/cm. 
1.77785E-2 FT 
2.41787E-2 FT 

Line Spacing: 15.7332 microseconds or 
Line Width: 21.3971 microseconds or 

Sweep rate: 5009. 55Hz/Sec 

Sweep range: -31778.90Hz to 31781.00Hz 

Fig. #2 is the energy time curve (ETC) of the impedance of a small Radio Shack loudspeaker. It's evident that 
sufficiently short transients don't see an impedance but pass straight through the system. 

Fig. +3 

Resolution: 7.9720E+Ol FT & 1.4175E+OIHz 

12dB of automatic screen gain. 

Frequency range: 69.60Hz to 10001.20Hz 

Time of test: o microseconds, O.OOOOE+OO Fl 

Sweep Rate & Bandwidth: 200.92Hz/Sec & 1.4175E+01Hz 

The Nyquist phase plot (NPP) (see Fig. #3) of the resistive 
and reactive components of the impedance shows a low fre
quency capacitive reactance phase angle of approximately 
-67.5°. Note also that we do not have sufficient resolution. 
The sweeping rate is too fast at low frequencies because we 
want a quick overview of which frequency ranges to sweep 
slowly later. 

Fig. +3 

- 69 Hz 

: ( 
\ \ 6.5 

- \ 
- \: 
: \\ 

10 kHz 

\\\~. '0. 82 Hz 

~ 
fECRON TEFR 10 

( 

( 

Fig. #4 is the "magnitude" of the impedance from 70 to (' 
10,000 Hz. Fig. #5 is the phase angle vs frequency curve (PFC). At this point in the measurement process we 
chose to sweep from 70 Hz to 248 Hz at a sweep ra te of 5 Hz/sec with a bandwi dth of 2.2 Hz. I f we had swept 

*All Sample Measurements are Syn--Aud-Con tests done by Don Davis on 4/8/84 at Rancho Carrillo, california. 
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LOUDSPEAKER IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS continued 

the wider range at this rate, each sweep would have taken: 

As it was, the sweep took: 248 - 70 
5 35.6 seconds 

Fig. +4 

Vertical: 6dB/diy with base of display at 
OdB is located at .()0002 Pascals 

Horizontal: 69.60Hz to 10001.20Hz 
Log freq axis (2.7decades) 

Resolution: 7.9720E+Ol FT & 1.4175E+01Hz 

30.9dB 

Time of test: o microseconds, O.OOOOE+OO FT 

Sweep Rate & Bandwidth: 200.92Hz/Sec & 1.4175E+01Hz 

Fig. +5 
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Fig. +5 

(10,000 - 70) 
5 • 60 33.1 minutes 

TECRON TEpR 10 

Vertical: 45 degrees/diy. 
o degrees is at the dashed horizontal line. 

Horizontal: 69.60Hz to 10001.20Hz 
Log freq axis (2.7decades) 

ZERO REFERENCE 
LfNE 

Resolution: 7.9720E+Ol FT & 1.4175E+01Hz 

Time of test: o microseconds, O.O(~OE+OO FT 

l --~~ 
Sweep Rate & Bandwidth: 200.92Hz/Sec & 1.417SE+01H2 

---- TECRON TEpR 10 

Note here that we now have a much higher resolution measure
ment of both the frequency and the magnitude of the resonant 
peak. (See Fig. #6) It takes 84 Hz 12 msecs to produce a 
wavelength and our TR for this measurement was: 

2.2 Hz 
5 Hz/sec 

Our earlier measurement had a: 

14 Hz 
200 Hz/sec 

Fig. +6 

440 msec. 

70 msec. 

Vertical: 6d8/diy with base of display at 
OdB is located at .00002 Pascals 

69.60Hz to 248. 42Hz 

39.9dB 

Horizontal: 
scale: 48.89Hz/inch or 19.2SHz/cm. 

Resolution: 5.0487E+02 FT & 2. 2382E+OOHz 

Time of test: o microseconds, O.OOOOE+OO FT 

Sweep Rate & Bandwidth: 5.01Hz/Sec & 2.2382E+<)OHz 

.~.82.15.Hz 
;:::: 118.5$1 

Fig. +6 

\ 
~, 
""~ ... ~~ ... 

~~~--.. -

I 
TECRON T E pF< 1 (J 

Fig. #7 is the high frequency resonant peak done at a slower sweep and higher frequency resolution. Note 
here that the high frequency resolution was sufficient in the earlier measurement. These last two figures 
both have Zinear frequency scales whereas the overview figures are logarithmic frequency scales. 

Continued next page ..... 
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LOUDSPEAKER IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS continued 

Fig. +7 
Fig. #7 
. .. 

Vertical: 6d8/div with base of display at 
OdB is located at .00002 Pascals 

39.9dB 

Horizontal: 1000.12Hz to 10001.20Hz 
scale: 2460.98Hz/inch or 968.89Hz/cm. 

Resolution: 5.0487E+01 FT & 2. 2382E+01Hz 

Time of test: 0 microseconds, O.OOOOE+OO FT 

Sweep Rate & Bandwidth: 50. 10Hz/Sec & 2.2382E+00Hz 

Fig. +8 

Finally, a 3-D view of the impedance magnitude. (See 
Fig. #8) An interesting point here is that the time 
window Tw being used here is 493 usecs. This Tw is 
being "stepped along" at 36 usecs per step. Thus, 
the low frequency dip at the low enrl is 669 usecs. 
minus 493 usecs. equals 176 usecs., i.e., the value 
shown on the ETC. 

TECRON 'TE~R 10 

Fig. +8 
Vertical: 
12dB/div with base of display at 27.9dB 

OdB is located at .00002 Pascals 

Hori zontal: 69.60Hz to 
scale: 664.87Hz/inch or 

2501.37Hz 
261.76Hz/cm. 

Resolution: 5.5640E-01 FT & 2.0309E+03Hz 

Time of test: 
1101 microseconds 1.2445E+00 FT (front) 

to 0 microseconds O.OOOOE+OO FT (back) 
-36 microseconds/step or-.0401449907069 FT 

Sweep Rate & Bandwidth: 

2030.90Hz/Sec & 1.0000E+00Hz 
(Tw = 492 usecs) 

Generation of a set of meaningful reference curves for loudspeaker designers could be one of those projects 
worth a TEF analyzer user's spare time. + 

HOW MICROPHONE SENSITIVITY IS MEASURED 

1. Test loudspeaker generates test sound pressure at 
the of the microphone being tested. 

2. The open circuit voltage from the microphone is read 
on the AC microvolt meter. 

-20-

NOTES 

Microphone sensitivity Open Circuit Voltaqe 
Test Sound Pressure 

1.0 pascal (Pa) 

0.1 pascal (Pa) 

Test Lp 20 

or: 20 

10 dynes/cm 2 = 10 )J bar = 
10 newton/m2 

= 1.0 dyne/cm2 1. 0 11 bar 
1.0 newton/m 2 

( 1.0 Pa ) 
Log 0.00002 Pa 94 dB 

( 0.1 Pa ) 74 dB Log 0.00002 Pa 
+ 
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TURNTABLE FROM J. W. DAVIS & COMPANY 
We were explaining in the presence of Harvey Earp, President of J. W. Davis & Company, how important it is 
to make loudspeaker measurements without nearby reflecting surfaces interfering with the measurements, 
especially low frequency measurements. Harvey said, "\llhat you need is a turntable to hold the loudspeakers." 
A few weeks went by and Harvey called to say, "I've got something for you," and thus was born an inexpensive, 
extremely valuable tool for anyone making loudspeaker/acoustic measurements. 

Turntables in use during the March TEF class. l\ Spica loudspeaker on the turntable for measurement. 

The turntable allows 31 sweeps in 10 degree 
increments for polar plots. We ordered five of 
the Davis turntables for our March TEFoo Workshop, 
which were made up for Syn-Aud-Con, with the 
agreement that we could sell them at a reduced 
price (normally $250 plus shipping) after the 
workshop. Our price is $225 including shipping. + 

3-D POLAR RESPONSE TEST 
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FIRE! AIM! 
Pleet.pon£e:</April 5, 1984, "Marketing in High- Tech Start-Ups." A marketing consul tant wrote about many new 
businesses in high-tech failing because of the failure to properly market the product. 

He made the analogy: Building the product ("Ready!") and then "selling t.he hell out of it." ("Fire!") 
Marketing is the aiming--the "aiming" that is done before the "Fire!" (selling). + 
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BALANCED AND UNBALANCED LINES 
An unbaZanced Z1:ne is a line in which one of the two conductors is at or near ground 
the other, known as the "hot" or "high" side of the 1 ine, is at a higher potential. 
are at unequal potentials with respect to ground, the line is said to be unbalanced. 
microphone circuits consisting of a single conductor and shield are an example of an 

Unbalanced 

or zero potential, while 
Since both conductors 

Low cost, high impedance 
unbalanced circuit. 

A balanced Zine consists of two identical conductors that have the same voltage, .except that the polarity is 
opposite with respect to ground. Balanced circuits require three terminals rather than two. The center 
terminal is considered to be neutral and is usually connected to ground. The two outer conductors (on either 
side of the center) are at high signal potentials with respect to ground. Note particularly that their 
potentials are the same and are of opposite polarity. Most balanced lines are driven from a center-tapped 
transformer. 

At the receiving end the load is divided into two parts with a ground connection between them. On some 
balanced lines there is no center tap, but as long as the line has equal potentials on its two conductors, 
it is considered to be balanced. 70 volt loudspeaker lines are a good example of a two conductor balanced 
line. 

Balanced lines are very useful in eliminating or reducing unwanted induced noises. Induced signals having 
the same polarity in both lines (the noise currents 1'Z07,) -in [;he same direct-ion in both lines) are, at the 
load, found to be in opposition and of equal amplitude so they cancel completely. 

The Pros And Cons Of Matched And Unmatched 

( 

Matched circuits provide maximum power transfer. An unmatched circuit where an RS is substantially lower ( 
than an RL yields a higher transfer efficiency, i.e., causes less of a load on the source while obtaining 
the desired voltage amplitude, and a better noise figure by 3.01 dB. Where reactive circuits are involved, 
such as passive equalizers, conventional crossover networks, and occasional active circuits as well, where 
isolation stages are not provided at the input and output, critical matching of input and output impedances 
becomes necessary . 

. ~-- .----: .-~ ... ==~=:---=----.~ ~--.--~- --~~--r=--=-'~~-:---=':f --. -'~---i -: •• ~ i~ 
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EFFICIENCY AS A FUNCTION OF RESISTANCE RATIO. 

Greatest efficiency occurs for RL > Rj) (Note efficiency difficulties for the case of RS > RL). 

Definition Of Matched Impedances 
Impedance matching is defined as: "The connection across a source impedance of a matching impedance that 
allows optimum undistorted energy transfer." Types of matching are: 

1. An impedance having the same magnitude and phase angle as the source impedance. (In most conventional 
passive audio devices, the interface is essentially resistive and the phase angle low.) 
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BALANCED AND UNBALANCED LINES (Continued) 

2. An impedance having the same magnitude and having a phase angle with the same magnitude, 
signs as the source impedance. This "conjugate" impedance corrects for the power factor 
by the reactance on the line where it has caused a detrimental phase angle relationship. 
course, normally a highly frequency dependent function. 

but oppos ite 
(P.F.) caused 
This is, of 

Most "matched" impedances used in audio systems are for the magnitude of the impedance only. In component 
careful accounting of the phase relationships must be maintained as well. 

Appropriate Impedance 
Rather than a "matched impedance", ZMATCH, we can refer to the appropriate impedance, Za, and thus avoid 
contributing to the degradation of the term "matched" impedance where what is actually intended is the 
preferred load, RL, or appropriate match for a given RS. • 

STATISTICAL VS SPECIFIC ABSORPTION 
We know that in the case of small dead rooms (Recording Studios and control rooms) and in the case of extremely 
large rooms (the Super Dome, etc.) the statistical reverberation equations should not be utilized in any form. 
This does not mean that we don't require absorptive material, but merely that the amount and placement are not 
determined statistically. 

In such spaces we can use the energy time curve ETC 
mode of the TEF® analyzer to find the vital data of: 

1. direction of arrival 
2. inverse square law level change along 

the reflected path (by comparison 
between regular ETC and l/R ETC) 

3. actual level from reflection at 
observer's position. 

These are distinctly different requirements from 
those for rooms where the statistical reverberation 
equations are applicable and the parameters of 

Volume V 
Surface area S -

l. 
2. 
3. Average absorption coefficient a 

are the tools used. 

The case at hand can directly affect the use of 
absorptive material. For example, illustration 
(A) works well in statistical spaces, but (B) is 
found to work even better at low frequencies. 

In small rooms, however, perhaps at the specular 
frequencies involved, (A) might be best because 
of the scattering it provides in addition to 
absorption. 

CONTf?OLLER5 OF STEADY-StATE 
{(,OOM ACOUSTIC 8ESFONSE 

~~ 
~ORMAL. 

MODES OIFF(]$,ON AE>'X>P-PTIf>/V 
(SPECULAR. R_FlU:fID,JS') 

-Fe d~2~ :; 
7= 0.049 C'! 

JOISAI!> 

courtesy of Bolt Beranek Newman, Inc" 

NEW IDEAS ABOUT APPLYING ABSORPTIVE MATERIALS 

Does the intersection placement shown in (C) work 
best for statistical reasons or because of the 
specific focusing of such intersecting surfaces? 

Always have in mind when using absorptive materials 
whether you are dealing with room mode frequencies, 
diffusion frequencies or specular reflection 
frequencies. Then, consider if you are in a 
statistical case or a specific reflection case at 
the chosen frequency range and proceed accordingly. + 
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TELEPHONE INDUSTRY IN TROUBLE 
An article in the April 1984 issue of the IEEE "The Institute" has a very dark view for the future of the 
telephone industry. At the IEEE Centennial Media Briefing, Dr. Howard Frank stated: 

Incompatibility is now a key problem, he noted ...... The telephone industry, he said, has 
"degenerated into the condition the compu-ter field lJaS in 10 years ago, where every new 
computer introduced was incompatible with every other computer. The computer industry is 
still trY1:ng to cZinib out of that, and it will take another decade. The telephone industry 
is just stepp1:ng into that hole." 

Another major problem faced by the telephone indus-tr·y today is personnel, Dr. FPank said. 
"The university system in the u.s. has failed to understand that the telecommunications 
industry in the 1980s is different from what it was in the 1960s," and as a result job 
openings for people with a telecommuw[cations background remain unfilled. 

"And the problem -is getting worse instead of better," he said. "The unive.rsity system is 
silent in the telecommunications area." 

Where is thi s needed educa t i on and trai ni n g to come from? Peter Drucker, in u. s. Neu)s & World Report, con
cluded the interview: 

Q: Would you say that our schools are producing such technologists in enough nunibers? 

A: No---though so far, whenever we've needed them, they have appeared. Partly it is becau.'le 
they fit into the genius of the American people and partly it is because, thank Cod, we 
have no ministry of education. Any fly-by-night outfit can start a COUI'se, and five years 
later the state colleges take it over, and 20 years later Harvard has a department with a 
Ph.D. program---by which time it's obsolete. 

So these people are appearing. Some lea:r'n their skills in the community colleges, but 
far more do so in free enterprise--place.s ou-t.side -the official and approved and ano-inted 
educational system. + 

SHURE TELECONFERENCE SYSTEM 

( 

Alert innovative manufacturers are going to help "close the gap" by supplying good equipment. Shure Brothers, . 
who are famous for their secrecy in research and development, has announced a fully developed line of tele- ( 
communications which they call "The Corporate LinkTM" (ST6000 System). 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

• • • • • • 

The Shure Teleconference System is a total system that consists of a number of complementary components, 
including a six-input console (ST6000), microphones (STM22, STM26, and STM28), loudspeakers (STL72 and STL78), ( 
a remote control unit, a video switcher interface (STV680), and an eight-channel expansion mixer (ST6008). 

Shure is sufficiently serious about the future of teleconferencing needs that a new division of Shure has been 
formed. 
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SHURE TELECONFERENCE SYSTEM continued 

The products include the latest technology, STM22 low-profile microphones with 120 0 angle of acceptance, 
automatic mixer, the STL72 conference loudspeaker, a low-profile table top dow1},)aY'd-fiY'7:ng spea/«JY' (italics 
mine). Shure 1 iterature says "the system also effectively suppresses echoes encountered in satellite links 
(ital ics mine). 

If you haven't received literature from Shure for "The Corporate LinkT\" send for it. Shure Brothers is one 
of the largest professional sound manufacturers in the United States, one of the oldest, and personally 
directed by Mr. S. N. Shure, Chairman of the Board, and President Jim Kogen. It isn't uncommon to see an 
old company become stolid and peak in its growth, but Shure Brothers isn't a "common" company. + 

NEW RULES FOR CONTRACTORS? 
Sound & Video ContY'aetor (January 1984) published an article by David L. Adams, consultant in acoustics in 
Denver, titled "New Rules for contractors? Division 17." Mr. Adams feels that it is time to take the sound 
and video specifications out. of Division 16 (bid by electrical contractors). Mr. Adams says (excerpt.s): 

Under the present situation, however, the cost of the sound and video sys-/;em to the owner 
has been increased twice--once by the electY'ical con tY'ac toY' , who marks up the sound and 
video contractors' hid, and then again by the general contmctoY' fop the proJect. The 
designeY' of the system I:S now three times y'emoved from the actual system 1:nstalley', which 
makes eoordl:natl:on dYlY'ing and followl:ng construc/;l:on very difficult. 

Because of theiFlack or knowledge of Dound and video sys/;ems, most general and electrical 
contrac tors m!11:ntain an aloof, apathe Ue atti tude Y'egaY'ding theDe "non-e lec-trical" r:ystems. 
Foy' the rWsigner and the sound and video contr'actor who rrrust work /;hrough the arch1:tect, 
the general contractor and the electY'1:eal con/;yuctor, coordl:natJ:on of the sys/;em installation 
is far more compticated /;han i( needs /;0 be. With so many middlemen, the po/:enHal for 
error or m1:sundersl~nding is greatly increased. 

I YlY'ge everyone involved in /:he constY'uct;ion industr'y to make a conceY'ted effor-/;, through 
the naUonal and local chapter's of theJ:r respectl:ve tr'ade and pY'Ofessional aDsociations, 
-to ereate a new IJJ:vis1:on ]7 l:n the cons-truction Hpecification format. For you sound and 
video contractors, may I suggest you Join and aeUvely partic1:pate in the ConstrucHon 
Specification Institute. The eom,ul-tantD and the manujacturers of sound and video equip
ment ape pulling for you. 

Vic Hall of Communications Company, Inc., in San Diego sent us a copy of his letter to Sound & Video: 

Mr. FY'ederick ,J. Ampel 
Sound & Video ContY'actor 

SubJect: Mel,) Rules for ContY'actor? Mar'ch 2, 1984 

I 1,)£sh to thank you foY' printing Mr'. David Adams' arHcle. /Is thiD industY'lj haD gY'Own, 
more competent electponic, electro acouDtz:c, and human engl:neey>ing DpeciaUsts are being 
trained. Ii; would have been diff1:cul t or' l:mpossible only a feu) years ago to have found 
qualified independent engineers to pmpar(! a Section 17 Dpecification; not so today. 

M:1:ny of the abuses in our l:ndustY'y luould dl:mirdsh if our [n:ds weY'e made dl:rectly to the 
generuls, not /:hat their' moral?: ty is any better' than the e lee tY'1:cians', buL- ther'e ar'e 
usually fel,)er of them. We Sound & Electrom:cD Con/;r(wtorD regulaFly hear quesi:ions or 
statements like, "So and so bid ? , can you boat 1:t?"; "Help me luU;h a few -thousand 
and I,)e'll make it up next t1:me."; or' "Don'-I; z,)orry, I,)e can get something cheaper appY'oved." 

Qualifl:ed engineers could make these dec1:s1:ons and eliminate the temptation to cheat on 
the intenL- of poor'ly conceilJed and wr£/;/xm specif1:cations. 

The creation and use of Section 17 would eventually eliminal;p /:he engineer 
/,)riting basically hardv)ar'e specificatl:on /;hat many -t1:mes v)on'L eIJen 1,)OT'k. 

I firmly believe that another' or the problems cY'ea/;ed by otheY'lvise knoluledgeable con
sultants might e!Jen go away and that is, thY'Ough their personal ego, designing su;::h complex 
systems -the customer and end u.ser neither wants nor can use. 

I luould like to suggest that sound contractor's war/( through their' assoC'iationD, MSCA, TBM!I, 
el"c., /;0 gain strength and unity for' adopt/:on of a policy advoca-ting use of a Section 17 
to specl:fy all sound, elec-tro acous/:ics, and m:deo Dystems. This rrrighl; l:nclurle Delephone, 
ll:[e safety, and SeCYlY'1:ty systems as well, or add the necessary secUons ror the var7:ous 
specialists Y'equired by bc)/;hthe engineeY'ing and con /;ract7:ng comrrrurd tiel;. 

Sincepely, Vietor M. ffall 

Extremely knowledgeable and experienced Vic Hall has made several excellent point.s in his letter. + 
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IMPORTANT PAPER ON FEEDBACK 
We are reproducing an excerpt from the 1969 paper by J. Ernest Benson and Donald F. Craig entitled "A Pccd~ 
back-Modc AnaZy;ocr/SupprCBBOY' Unit for Aud1:toY'iwn Sound SYB!;cm S!;abn?:"at'ion" that appeared in the March ( 
1969 issue of the proceedings of the IRE'E', Austral ia. , 

This excerpt reveals a fundamental time domain behavior first predicted by Antman (whom they credit) and 
confirmed by them. The reason we are printing this excerpt is to insure that credit falls where credit is 
due, as last Fall's AES Convention had an attempted rediscovery of this data minus credits to earlier workers. 

The obvious importance of this fundamental behavior is that we have a unique "tag" on the signal after it has 
been through the system and attempts to reenter the system. Enough said! 

We highly recommend anyone interested in the equalization of sound systems to read this paper in its entirety 
as it is the best organized formal description of the mathematics of regenerative response in a sound system 
that we are aware of. 

To understand the transient behaviour of the feedback 
system, we must examine more carefully the process by 
which the steady-state condition, previously cOllsidered 
in the simplified analysis in section 2,1, is attained. This 
will be done following a. method outlined hy Antman8 

as followB: 

8. Antman, II. 8., "Extension to tho Theory of Howlbo.ck in 
fuverbernnt ROOIIl8 " J. Acou~t. Soc. Am., Vol. a9, No.2, 
February 1900, p. 399, (L<lttern). 

2.2.1 Build-Up Period 
Rcfcrring again to fig. 1, let PI , as before, he the input 

prCSSlU'e at the microphone. Assuming ideal transient 
transmission through the amplifier of gain 11, the iIHltan
taneous rise of pressure at the loudspeaker output is 
I'PI' Then, at a time LIt = die later, an increment of 
pressure, pfJPI' is added to the input to give a new 
effective input, equal to PI + flfJPI = PI(1 -I- /lfJ), after 
one trip around the loop; Hence, a new output, 
flPI (1 + p{J), instantaneously appears at the loudspeaker. 
Then, at a time LIt = die later (or toial elapsed time 
2L1t), the portion of the lIew output fed back to the 
microphone is ptJpt(l + fltJ). Thifl combines with the 
original input PI , which is assumed to be still present, 
to give a new input, after 2 trillS, of PI + /4Jpt(1 -I- pm 
or VI[1 + /ltJ -I- (pfJ)2l· 

Thus, after N trips, the input will be PI[l + flfJ + 
(flfJ)2 + ... {/lfJ)NJ or VI[1 -I- flfJ + {/lfJ)2 + . '.' (,ufJ)n-Il, 

~-p.~ 
Q ~~ ? ct--{:::>--c(]l;-- - ~ A ' PP1 (3 I P. 

',- -------------._--- -./' 
Figure I.-Schematic diagram oj an elemenlu>'y sound system with 

an acoustic feedback IJath. 

where n is the num ber of terms in the AerieR and N = n -- 1 
is the number of trips. The resulting iJmtantaneous 
output after a time interval NLlt = {n - 1)L1t is thus 

SN = "p,[1 + "p -I- (,'Pl' -I- ••• ("Pln-I]. (Ol 

When I'fJ < 1, the series converges to 

I - ("Pln 
SN = "PI . ---- , 

1 - I'P 

and finally, as N, and therefore n, --+ 00, to 

I'PI 
Sa) = ---- = PI • 

1- "p 
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(10) 

(11) 

The ratio Sa) PI ,. , 
- = -- = --- = " 
PI PI 1-- I'P 

will be recognised as the steady-state system gain given 
in equation 2. 

The system gain at tN = Nl1t, that is, after N trips 
around the loop, may then be written as 

, SN I - ("Pln "N =- = ,..----, (12) 
PI I ... - "p 

= PI . [1 ,- ("P)"), (13) 
PI 

= ,.'[1 - ("p)n] • (14) 

Putting G = IflfJl, as in equation 3, we may write 
("Pln = G",/nO • (15) 

Hence 

w}lere 

= I - Gn(eos nO + j sin nO), 

= (1 - Gn cos nO) - jGn Bin nO, 

= V 1 - 2Gn cos nO -I- Gin. ,11' N' (16) 

_Gn sin 110 
tan'" = ------ • 

N I - Gn oosnO 
(17) 

Equation HI gives the ratio of the system gain, after 
N trivs around the loop, to the final steady.state system 
gain with feedback. To express fl'N in terms of the 
gain without feedback, we have, from equatiolls 4, 5, 6 
and 16, 

~'-,,- = I,'N i. = 1~~2G" C<J'!!'.~_25!~: .• /(l'N+1». (18) 
" I" . I' I\j 1 - 20 COB 0 + 0 t 

This reduces, for () = 0, to 

[
,t' NJ = SN. = Il=2On+~ , 

" 0-' I'PI I\j. I - 20 + 0 1 

1 -- 0" I - ON+! 
= --- = , (19) 

1--0 1-0 

glvmg the gain ratio, /1' Nlll, or the output amplitude 
ratio, SNlpPI , after a t,ime tN = NLlt = (n -- l)L1t (note 
that equation 19 may be derived directly fcom equa. 
tionR 12 and 15 when () = 0). Values of [/l'Nlfllo-o or 
[SNlpPIlo_o calculated from equation 19 for the first 
nine trips (n = 9 + 1) with G = 0.6 are shown in the 
left hand half of fig. 4. It will be noted that because of 
the time delay, LIt, in the acoustic path, which occurs 
for each trip around the loop, the output increases in a 
series of discrete steps, each containing L1t/(2nlw) 
( =. dl A) cycles of the signal frequency. 

Continued next page ... 
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IMPORTANT PAPER ON FEEDBACK continued 

In the steady-state condition, as we saw earlier, the 
input signal comprises two components. One of these 
is the sustained input PI; the other is the fraction, {J, 
of the final output, P2 , which, having left the loudspeaker, 
arrives at the input with an amplitude {JP2 and phase 
shift D (or time delay LIt = Dlw = die). The decay 
of the systeIII upon removal of the input IIIay now be 
studied as foliowR. 

2.2 .. 2 Decay Period 

When the input component, PI , is removed, the output 
dlOps suddenly by an amount flPI' corresponding to 
Xo - Xl in fig. 4, and the input continues to be supplied 
by the feedback component {JP2 which had left the loud· 
Rpeltker before PI was removed. This continues for a 
time LIt during which the .output remains at the level 
P2 - PPI = P{JP2 = Xl (say), (corresponding to Xl = p{Jxo 
in fig. 4) ; the equivalent of P2 - ftPl and P{JP2' 
is seen from equation 1. At the end of the interval, LIt, 
the input suddenly drops from {JP2 to {JXI = p{J2P2 , 
resulting in a new output, X 2 = /12{J2p2' which persists 
again for a time LIt. Thus, after N trips, the output will 
have fallen in a series of steps of duration LIt to a value 

XN = {p.fJ)Np • • (20) 

Normalising tho output t,o PPl' we may write 

Xo = P.!tLP. , 
XN = XN/PPI' 

~ 3 ,---,.-.------.-- ",---,------.-11--
o i:==f--nt --T-------~I--

.~ 2 X.-.x,~ 1 x _ & __ 1~ 

t'---_,f-'-r_~...l.Jf1._~__') __ ·-·L~_'____'____' = ~Jj:jil 
o 2 6 S 0 2 " 6 B 10 

time - Nt.\ 

Fiflurc 4.--Theoretical cnvcJope oj al/ack atul demy re",potl.'lCB oj a 
system calculated Jrom C<Jllotions 19 and 21 Jor G = 0.6 atul 0 = 0 
(note tlwt the steady·ptale gain ratio u 2.5, or nearly 8 dB as given 

in Jigs. 2 and 3). 
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Then, froIll equation 20. 

X N P, 
XN = -- = {/LfJ)N • - , 

p.P. p.p, 

= {p.fJ)Nxo , 

{IIf3lN 

1 -IIfJ 
(21) 

Hence x N gives the out,put amplitude ratio after N 
intervals of the decay period. 

ValueR of X N ' which remain constant for each successive 
interval LIt, are plotted for G = 0.6 in fig. 4. The 
envelope is again a series of steps and has a form inverse 
to that of the build-up period. The amplitude ratio 
between adjacent steps is given by 

XN (1,f3)N 
-- = ----- "" p.fJ • (22) 
XN_l (/IfJ)N-l 

Experimental eonfirmlttion of the response envelope 
shapes of fig. 4 is given by tho photographs of fig. 5. 
These are single-trace records of the output of It simple 
feedback system fed with a short bumt of It pure tone. 
The syst,em had a predominantly single path of an 
integral number of wavelengths in length, (8 = 2nn), 
and the gain was adjusted for values of G = III{J1 which 
may he shown, using equation 22, to be 0.74 for fig. 5(a) 
and 0.55 for fig. 5(b). 

'" ><J 

E (a) 

P. 
~ 

(b) 

Tirne 

Figu~e G-Un-retouched p/wloflraph .• sMwinv typical output" oj an 
exper1tnental ~y8tetn with one predominant acoustic fce.dback path, 

Jor an input frequency Jar which (J = 0.' 
(a) G = 0.74. 
(b) G = 0.55. • 

ACCURACY OF IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS 
The problem of sufficient frequency resolution and amplitude accuracy when measuring the impedance of modern 
low frequency loudspeakers requires extremely narrow bandwidths and very slow sweep rates (i .e., on TEFs, 
FFTs, RTAs, etc.). 

When using the "constant current" technique with our Crown RTA, we have found that the "pink noise" signal 
serves to rapidly locate the area of each resonant peak. Then connect an oscillator (the Loftech is ideal 
because it has a frequency meter) and tune for maximum level at each resonant peak or other area of interest. 
The levels reached with the oscillator will normally be higher than with noise. Convert the dB differences 
in the usual manner. 

z 

The accuracy obtainable with the Crown RTA is comparabl e to that achieved with the TEF® so far as impedance 
magnitude measurements are concerned .• 
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ONCE AGAIN HOW TO READ A VI INSTRUMENT 

If it seems we're a stuck record on this subject, it's because of its importance to designers and installers. ( 
While operators of systems may never learn or need to learn what a level is and can function effectively on 
a reference reading, sound system installers and designers have the responsibility of setting that reference 
value correctly. 

The operator of a system is given an instrument indication to use as upper limit to the electrical gain of 
the system, i. e., a zero instrument indication. 

The designer and installer need to know both the "apparent level", i.e., the instrument indication plus the 
instrument attenuator setting, and the "true level", i.e., the apparent level corrected for any impedance 
difference between the circuit the instrument is across and the specified impedance of the instrument circuit 
itself. + 

DOUBLE RESOLUTION ETC MEASUREMENTS 
Charles Bilello showed all of us just how unobservant we could be during the recent TEF® Workshop. It turns 
out that he has been sweeping from -31,778 Hz to +31,781 Hz for a total bandpass of 63,559 Hz. That trans-
1 ates into: 

Full screen time = r 1.) 400 
~sweep range 1n Hz or 400 (63,1559) 0.00629 or 6.3 msecs 

The resolution per line becomes: ._--------------

0.00629 
400 

Sound travels: 

0.000016 secs 

1130' 
1 sec So: 

or 

1130 ' 
rsec 

16 usecs 

x' 
0.000016 secs 

x 1130 x 0.000016 secs = 0.018' 

And: 12(0.018) 0.22 inches 

Or approximately 7/32nds of an inch. 

In fact, this resolution was sufficient to produce the ETC 
of two misaligned loudspeakers shown in Figure #1 and, by 
merely taking the difference in cursor readings for both 
units (i.e., 0.54 msec) and dialing that into the Sunn ADS 
unit, the ETC of Fi gure #2 was 0 bt ai ned. Fi gures #3 and #4 
show the before and after EFC curves (i.e., frequency 
res ponse) . 

ETC OF TWO MISALIGNED SPEAKERS 

10 

ETC OF THE TWO SPEAKERS ALIGNED 
BY THE SUNN ADS TEF® SETTINGS FOR FIG. + 1 AND FIG. +2 

FIG. #2 

Vertical: 6d8/div with base of display at 36.1d8 
OdB is located at .00002 Pascals 

Horizontal: 0 microseconds or 0 Feet to 
6278 microseconds or 7.09364 Feet 

scale: 1.9395E+00 Feet/inch or 7.6357E-01 Feet/cm. 
1716 microseconds/inch or 675 mi~roseconds/cm. 

Line Spacing: 15.7332 microseconds or 1.77785E-2 Feet 
Line Width: 21.3971 microseconds or 2.41787E-2 Feet 

Sweep rate: 5009. 55Hz/Sec 

Sweep range: -31778.90Hz to 31781.00Hz 

Window file name: A:HAMMING.W8T 

( 

Input configuration: Non-inverting ( 
with 24d8 of input gain ~ 12dB of IF gain. 
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DOUBLE RESOLUTION ETC MEASUREMENTS continued 

EFC OF TWO MISALIGNED SPEAKERS 

TEF® SETTINGS FOR FIG. +3 AND FIG. +4 
Vertical: 6dB/div with base of display at 

OdB is located at .00002 Pascals 

Horizontal: Auto O.OOHz to 1000i.20Hz 

42.1dB 

scale: 2734.43Hz/inch or 1076.55Hzlcm. 

Resolution: 2.2557E+OO Feet ~ 5.G)96E+02Hz 

Time of test: 3477 microseconds, 3.9290E+OO Feet 

Sweep Rate & Bandwidth: 5009.55Hz/Sec & 1.0000E+01Hz 

Input configuration: Non-inverting 
with 24dB of input gain & 12dB of IF gain. 

VOLUME 11, NUMBER 3 

--------------------------

EFC OF THE THO SPEAi<ERS ALIGNED 

BY THE SUNN ADS. 

The frequency response of the 
two speakers here is the same 
as far the" singl e. 

FIG. #4 
TEL:RON TEFR 10 

Note on the ETCs that we could not have 
been very far off of an exact align·
ment as the second ETC is +6dB above 
the first. 

Note also the increased ability to 
see the internal reflections inside 
each loudspeaker enclosure. (Fig. 1 & 2) 

Our congratulations to Charles Bilello 
and his wife, Kathy, who he credits 
with asking, "Charles, why can't you?" • 
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ERRATA 
An Important Correction 
We w~o!e t~is.important equation correctly clear back in Newsletter Volume 8, Number 4, page 27, Summer 1981. (' 
~ewr1t1ng 1t 1n the last Newsletter, Volume 11, Number 2, page 29, Winter 1984, we managed to thoroughly mess 
1t up. ' 

The lower right hand illustration on page 29, "Calculating the Insertion Gain or Loss of a D.U.T.", the 
equation for "G" should have read as shown here: 

This is a fundamentally useful equation for 
circuit designers who would like to look at the 
input of a system (EIN, RS and RIN) and the 
output of a system (EOUT, RL) as if it were 
a "Black box." This equation can be used either 
for a device or for a system. 

We have also corrected and reproduce below 
the illustration which was found on page 
28 at the bottom of the page, "Establ ishing 
A 'Sending Impedance' and Calculating The 
Available Input Power Associated With It." 

This shows the breakdown of the theoretical 
AlP plus any tnsertion loss. 

CALCULATING THE INSERTION GAIN ()R LOSS OF A D.II.T. 
- ---- -- --'-r----·------~ -- - -- -

- R~-· ~ -,-- - ----~=--R!>-----B;' ---'----:- ~.-~- -- -,- ' -~~~.--"---- -~ - --- ~ 
I I I I 

~- ( , ~~~--7!tTN-,= -- ~N_ D~_!1. T.~ ~Eou~_____RT 
+--- ---~'.' - ,-- - ----' --~' -- --l=---~-

. --~.-- _.-
, I: ---L_~__ _, ____ ._i ____ '_+-! 

G = 20 LOG [:~~Il + 20 LOG [;~N+-RTNl + 10 LOG [:~ J + 602 dB 

*G is the lIinsertion gain or 10ss.1I 

Calculating the Available Input Power (AlP) 

(
(Eou t)21 

AlP ~ 10 Log 0.001 RL - G 

ESTABLISHING /1. "SENDING IMPEDANCE" L\ND C/\LCIJLATING THE 
AVAILABLE INPUT POWER ASSOCIATED WITH IT 

t r~ i~H~L~ i f.l:~ ~~l!/;ll--f-_ '-_If-.;....+--;,-~--:~lr 
r
, 
1
1

- 1=1 ~11'~I~~r"r J+I-: ~~- ~ R.rN~I~ -D;u. 7:-l t-f I --t' J~-L' 
I -rf_r-.t .. _ -lIJ-1 J.I J 1.1 I-LI -I-L I " ' 

Example 

l 
(Es) 2 1 

Cd leul ated AlP ~ 10 Log o-:I)OllR0R~1 - 6.02 dB 

10 LOgloMtm~Tl -6.02 dB ~ 11.98 dBm 

Speaker/Boundary Errata 
Syn-Aud-Con and Russ Berger wish to thank John Murray of Panacom, Dayton, Ohio, for bringing to our attention 
the following printing errors in Tech Topic, Volume 11, Number 5, "Speaker/Boundary Interference Response 
(SBIR)": 

Example 2 should have stated in paragraph 3: "From this we know that the speaker should be mounted no 
j'ar'ther j'r'om the boundary than 1.41 feet in order to avoid reduction of the power response. See Fig. 5." 

John goes on to say: 

1\s can be seen in the first graph of Fig. I, the reduction of power response occurs at wavelength 
distance,s between .2 and .5 wavelengths. Also, I feel its worth noting that in the case of two 
and three boundary situations, (Fig. I, second and third graphs), the distance should be less than 
.15 wavelengths to retain the boundaries' response reinforcement. A '" wavelength distance, in 
these cases would be on or near the point of maximum cancellation, and therefore the least 
desirable position for the speaker. 

Example #3 states: 'The sub-bass speaker can, therefore, be no closer to the boundary than 4.52 ft. 
and the mid-bass speaker no further than 2.26 ft.' This should have sub-bass and mid bass 
reversed to compliment Fig. 4's example 3/section drawing. • 

THE JOY OF SYN-AUD-CON 

( 

THE JOY OF SYN-AUD-CON IS THAT IT EXISTS AS A FORUM FOR ( 
THE PRESENTATION OF NEVI, OLD, ODD I\ND OUTSTANDING IDEAS 
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QUESTIONS ABOUT CROSSOVER NETWORKS 
TEF® analysis leads to a series of important questions when considering a crossover network for a loudspeaker 
system. Here are just a few of the new ones. 

1. Should the crossover frequency be -3 dB or -6 dB when the two drivers are phase coherent? 

2. What is the acoustic phase response of the system, i.e., the network plus the drivers as 
viewed at the listener? 

3. In frequency time curves (FTC), if the "peak areas" are all at the same relative delay, 
are the differing decay rates at lower frequencies (A) audible (B) detrimental? 

4. At the crossover frequency, should the levels be matched on a sensitivity measurement 
or on a power measurement in a reverberant space? 

5. Has the selected driver and its directional control device (DCD) been studied as to the 
inversion of its coverage angles at some frequency within the range the network will supply 
to it? 

These are but a very few of the questions that can be asked about crossovers. 

Equalizers And Crossovers 

One should avoid using any kind of equalizer in the crossover region as the slope rate of the crossover net
work filters can be dramatically altered by additional network elements. We would suggest, with the advent 
of TEF® analysi~ that measurement of the acoustic phase response of the system as each equalizer adjustment 
is introduced will lead to a far clearer understanding of how to pY'Operly use an equalizer. + 

MEASURING 70 VOLT LINE LEVELS 
This is as straightforward a task as you are likely to find in audio; namely, what is the level of a 70 volt 
line? 

1. Measure the impedance l of the line. 
2. Measure the voltage on the line (i.e., 70 volts or less). 
3. Calculate (on the Syn-Aud-Con slide rule) the power and power level. 

If desired, place a VI meter across the line with a suitable pad to maintain the impedance the meter .is 
designed to see and adjust to a zero indication on the instrument at the level you desire as a reference 
level. The VI reading for VU is then the indication plus the pad value plus the impedance mismatch. + 

CLASSIFIED 
POSITION WANTED: • Electronics Engineer (B.S.E.E.) with seven years experience in the aerospace and 

entertainment fields seeking employment. Design experience in major audio 
reproduction and communication systems including acoustics, analysis and testing, 
specifications, digital control, and installation. Complete resume available 
upon request. 

Contact: David Lansdown (818) 982-8434. 

FOR SALE: • Sold business and retired. Still have audio test equipment and miscellaneous 

FOR SALE: 

FOR SALE: 

FOR SALE: 

equipment. Send #10 sel f-addressed stamped envelope for list. 

Contact: Rex Lee, 173 McRae Street, Camden, TN 38320 . 

• UREI graphic plotter Model 200 with Model 21 warble generator/microphone pre-amp. 
All in custom console - very clean! 

Contact: John Payne or Tom Burns at HIS Sound, 715 S.E. Grand Avenue, 
Portland, O~ 97214. Telephone: 1-800-547·8791 or (503)239-4111. • 

8 J. W. Davis & Company turntables for loudspeaker measurements (see page 21). 

• HP-41C calculators. We have a few I eft. 

Contact: Syn-Aud-Con, P. O. Box 669, San Juan Capistrano, CA 92693 (714/496-9599). 

COPYRIGHT 1984 by Synergetic Audio Concepts. All rights reserved. Print.ed in t.he United States of America. 
No part of this publicat.ion may be reproduced, st.ored in a ret.rieval system, or transmitted, in any form or 
by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior written per
mission of Synergetic Audio Concepts. The informat.ion conveyed in this NEWSLETTER has been carefully re
viewed and believed t.o be accurate and reliable; however, no responsibilit.y is assumed for inaccuracies in 
calculat.ions or statements. 
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HU 
SYN-AUD-CON SPONSORS 

Syn-Aud-Con receives tangible support from the audio 
industry, and twelve manufacturing firms presently 
help underwrite the expense of providing sound engi
neering seminars. Such support makes it possible to 
provide the very latest in audio technology while 
maintaining reasonable prices relative to today's 
economy and to provide all the materials and contin
uing support to all graduates of Syn-Aud-Con. 

Personnel from these manufacturers receive Syn-Aud-Con 
training which provides still another link in the 
communi ca tions ci rcuit between the ultimate user and 
the designer-manufacturer of audio equipment. They 
are "in-tune" with what a Syn-Aud-Con graduate needs. 

Their presence on this list as a Syn-Aud-Con sponsor 
indicates their desire to work cooperatively with you 
in professional sound. 

United Recording Electronics Industries 
HM Electronics, Inc. 
Shure Brothers Inc. 

Sunn ~usical Equipment Company 
Crown International, Inc. 

Emilar Corporation 
Rau1and-Borg Corporation 

Community Light & Sound, Inc. 
Industrial Research Products, Inc. 

TOA E1 ectroni cs, Inc. 
Bose Corporation 

Neutrik AG 

MITci!o UNITED RECORDING ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES 

® 

( 

( 

( 


